
"Gunn has the ability to astound even the most discerning of listeners, keeping the crowd captivated from the very first chord" 
- Inverness Courier
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Short Bio

Recently heralded as ‘a great lost Scottish talent and one of our finest 
ever blues players’, Andy Gunn’s inspirational return to the music scene
was proclaimed, in his own undeniable style, by the acclaimed 2015 
album Miracle of Healing.
 Over the years, Andy has shared the stage and billing with some big names 
including supporting Buddy Guy at The Queens’ Hall, jamming with Albert Collins 
and backing Geno Washington at the first Belladrum Festival.

Although Andy can articulate the blues like no other, his optimism, style and 
astounding talent means seeing him perform is an electrifying, uplifting and 
unforgettable experience.  The Andy Gunn Band goes from strength to strength, 
playing gigs throughout the UK, including at the Orkney, Darlington and Dundee 
Blues Festivals and also at the Northern Roots and Southern Fried Festivals.

New album 'Too Many Guitars To Give Up Now' is due for release 2nd Feb 2018.

Long Bio here

VIDEOS OF LIVE PERFORMANCES

Listen to tracks on SoundCloud

Albums (Click to hear tracks)

     Miracle of Healing - 2015 Regional Variations - 2009

Press Comments

"Supplying some of the spikiest shards of funk blues since Hendrix"    

Scotland on Sunday

“Andy Gunn shows just why he's being compared to Stevie Ray 
Vaughan"              The Metro

"... his guitar work truly exceptional whether playing sumptuous slide, 
gutsy riffs, searing solos or intricate interludes... a resounding triumph 
over adversity for the Inverness blues prodigy."  Blues in Britain
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